Daedalus: Toward Composable Multimedia MP-SoC Design
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ABSTRACT

Daedalus is a system-level design flow for the design of multiprocessor system-on-chip (MP-SoC) based embedded multimedia systems. It offers a fully integrated tool-flow in which design space exploration (DSE), system-level synthesis, application mapping, and system prototyping of MP-SoCs are highly automated. In this paper, we describe our first industrial deployment experiences with the Daedalus framework. Daedalus is currently being deployed in the early stages of the design of an image compression system for very high resolution cameras targeting medical appliances. In this context, we performed a DSE study with a JPEG encoder application, which exploits both task and data parallelism. This application was mapped onto a range of different MP-SoC architectures. We achieved a performance speed-up of up to 20x compared to a single processor system. In addition, the results show that the Daedalus high-level MP-SoC models accurately predict the overall system performance, i.e., the performance error is around 5%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-Purpose and Application-based Systems]: Real-time and embedded systems; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques; J.6 [Computer-aided Engineering]: Computer-aided design (CAD)

General Terms
Design, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION

The complexity of modern embedded systems, which are increasingly based on MultiProcessor-SoC (MP-SoC) architectures, has led to the emergence of system-level design. To cope with this design complexity, system-level design aims at raising the abstraction level of the design process. Key enablers to this end are, for example, the use of architectural platforms to facilitate re-use of IP components and the notion of high-level system modeling and simulation [6]. System-level design for MP-SoC-based embedded systems however still involves a substantial number of challenging design tasks. For example, applications need to be decomposed into parallel specifications so that they can be mapped onto an MP-SoC architecture [9]. Subsequently, applications need to be partitioned into HW and SW parts since MP-SoC architectures often are heterogeneous in nature. To this end, MP-SoC platform architectures need to be modeled and simulated to study system behavior and to evaluate a variety of different design options. Once a good candidate architecture has been found, it needs to be synthesized, which involves the synthesis of its architectural components as well as the mapping of applications onto the architecture. To accomplish all of these tasks, a range of different tools and tool-flows is often needed, potentially leaving designers with all kinds of interoperability problems. Moreover, there typically remains a large gap between the deployed system-level specifications (or models) and actual implementations of the system under study, known as the implementation gap [10]. Currently, there exist no mature methodologies, techniques, and tools to effectively and efficiently convert system-level MP-SoC specifications to RTL specifications.

Recently, we presented our Daedalus system-level design framework which addresses the above design challenges [17, 1]. The entire Daedalus framework has been developed as high-quality software distributed under Open Source licenses and can be downloaded from [1]. Daedalus main objective is to bridge the aforementioned implementation gap for the design of multimedia MP-SoCs. It does so by providing an integrated and highly-automated environment for system-level architectural exploration, system-level synthesis, programming, and prototyping. The Daedalus design flow, which leads the designer from a sequential application to an MP-SoC system implementation on an FPGA with a parallelized application mapped onto it, can be traversed in only a matter of hours. Evidently, this offers great potentials for quickly experimenting with different MP-SoCs and exploring design options during the early stages of design. In this paper, we report on our first deployment experiences with the Daedalus framework. Daedalus is currently being deployed in a project together with the Dutch SME Chess B.V., which involves the design of an image compression system for very high resolution (in the order of Gigapixels) cameras targeting medical appliances. In this project, the Daedalus framework is used for design space exploration (DSE), both at the level of simulations and prototypes, in order to rapidly gain detailed insight on the system performance. To this end, we present initial results from a DSE study we performed with a JPEG encoder application, which exploits both task and data parallelism and which is mapped onto a range of different MP-SoC architectures.

1.1 Related Work

Systematic and automated application-to-architecture mapping has been widely studied in the research community. The closest to

Other examples of related work can be found in [16, 8, 2, 4]. However, these efforts are limited to processor-coprocessor architectures [16], only provide a limited degree of automation [8, 2], or do not provide an automated step towards RTL [4].

Companies such as Xilinx and Altera provide design tool chains attempting to generate efficient implementations starting from descriptions higher than (but still related to) the register transfer level of abstraction. The required input specifications are still so detailed that designing a single processor system is still error-prone and time consuming, let alone designing alternative multiprocessor systems. In contrast, Daedalus raises the design to an even higher level of abstraction allowing the exploration, design, and programming of multiprocessor systems in a short amount of time.

The next section provides a birds-eye overview of the Daedalus design flow with its three core tools. Section 3 describes Daedalus supporting infrastructure that improves the user-friendliness, and therefore also the deployability, of the framework. In Section 4, we present the results from a DSE study with the aforementioned JPEG encoder application mapped to a range of different MP-SoCs. Section 5 concludes the paper.

## 2. THE DAEDALUS DESIGN FLOW

In Figure 1, the conceptual design flow of the Daedalus framework is depicted. As mentioned before, Daedalus provides a single environment for rapid system-level architectural exploration, high-level synthesis, programming, and prototyping of multimedia MP-SoC architectures. Here, a key assumption is that the MP-SoCs are constructed from a library of pre-defined and pre-verified IP components. These components include a variety of programmable and dedicated processors, memories and interconnects, thereby allowing the implementation of a wide range of MP-SoC platforms. So, this means that Daedalus aims at *composable MP-SoC design*, in which MP-SoCs are strictly composed of IP library components.

Starting from a sequential multimedia application specification in C, the KPNgen tool [18] allows for automatically converting the sequential application into a parallel Kahn Process Network (KPN) [7] specification. Here, the sequential input specifications are restricted to so-called static affine nested loop programs, which is an important class of programs in, e.g., the scientific and multimedia application domains.

The generated or handcrafted KPNs (the latter in the case that, e.g., the input specification did not entirely meet the requirements of the KPNgen tool) are subsequently used by our Sesame modeling and simulation environment [13, 3] to perform system-level architectural design space exploration. To this end, Sesame uses (high-level) architecture model components from the IP component library (see the left part of Figure 1). Sesame allows for quickly evaluating the performance of different application to architecture mappings, HW/SW partitionings, and target platform architectures. Such exploration should result in a number of promising candidate system designs, of which their specifications (system-level platform description, application-architecture mapping description, and application description) act as input to the ESPAM tool [12, 11]. This tool uses these system-level input specifications, together with RTL versions of the components from the IP library, to automatically generate synthesizable VHDL that implements the candidate MP-SoC platform architecture. In addition, it also generates the C code for those application processes that are mapped onto programmable cores. Using commercial synthesis tools and compilers, this implementation can be readily mapped onto an FPGA for prototyping. Such prototyping also allows for calibrating and validating Sesame’s system-level models, and as a consequence, improving the trustworthiness of these models.

## 3. THE DAEDALUS INFRASTRUCTURE

As discussed in the previous section, the heart of Daedalus consists of the three core tools KPNgen, Sesame and ESPAM. In addition, Daedalus also features several supporting tools to improve the user-friendliness and deployability of the framework. This section provides a brief overview of the supporting infrastructure.

In Daedalus, most design information (e.g., structural descriptions of the application, architecture, and the mapping of the former onto the latter) as well as experimental results are described using XML-based descriptions. Daedalus therefore contains the Oracle Berkeley DB XML relational database management system (RDBMS) to store all information (models, parameters and results) related to designs and experiments. This RDBMS, together with its GUI, provide the designer with a powerful tool to e.g., explore and visualize the large amounts of data generated by Daedalus design space exploration. Moreover, it guarantees the reproducibility of experiments at all times.

The vision behind the Daedalus software infrastructure is that it should be open for integration of new tools as well as that it should allow for customization of the design flow. Therefore, the design flow (or tool flow) in Daedalus is composable and constructed from ‘design-flow blocks’. These design-flow blocks, which are illustrated as the dashed boxes in Figure 2, are the tools that take part...
in the design flow together with their input- and output descriptions. The latter descriptions, illustrated by the grey boxes in Figure 2, provide information about what input/output data a tool consumes/produces and from/to where it reads/writes this data. This allows us to describe a design flow as a simple composition of the design-flow blocks, specified in the workflow description. For example, Figure 2 shows a design flow which includes a visualization block to visualize Sesame’s DSE results and which stores both the DSE and ESPAM’s prototyping results in the RDBMS (using the so-called ‘XML saver’ tool). Evidently, this composability of the design flow allows for easily adding new design steps to a design flow, or to customize design flows for specific design domains.

We have also developed control and monitoring software utilities to facilitate the process of setting up and executing experiments on the FPGA-based prototypes of MP-SoCs generated by Daedalus. Such utilities are necessary and very useful for: (i) conducting an effective and efficient design space exploration at implementation level on a narrow design space defined by Sesame; (ii) measuring real performance and cost numbers used for calibration of the Daedalus’ high-level architecture models [14]; (iii) preparing real HW/SW demonstrators. The control and monitoring utilities include a configuration manager, an execution control panel, and an on-line monitoring console, all supported by a GUI which allows users unfamiliar with the FPGA prototyping board to perform experiments with the MP-SoCs.

4. PUTTING DAEDALUS TO WORK

We have initiated a project together with a Dutch SME called Chess B.V. (www.chess.nl), which involves the design of a still image compression system for very high resolution images. Chess B.V. is a company that provides image processing solutions for customers that build industrial process monitoring and medical appliances. With respect to this, the still image compression systems for different customers have to meet different performance and cost requirements. Chess needs tool support for very fast exploration and implementation of alternative systems (e.g., MP-SoCs realizing JPEG or JPEG2000 encoders) whereby trade-offs can be made between cost, design time, space, performance, etc. in order to offer its customers several solutions at different prices and let the customers select the most suitable ones. The Daedalus framework provides such tool support for MP-SoC design. Therefore, it is used in a project with Chess for design space exploration (DSE) at a high-level of abstraction by running system simulations and at implementation level by evaluating real system prototypes. In this section, we report on the project’s initial findings and results obtained by deploying the Daedalus framework in the early design stage of JPEG-based image compression MP-SoCs.

Before describing our DSE experiments, we first would like to point out that the design space targeted by our implementation-level DSE is currently constrained by:

1) The amount of the available memory. In order to achieve high performance, in our MP-SoCs we use on-chip memory for processors’ program and data segments, including buffers for interprocessor data communication. We do not consider using external (off-chip) memory because of its large latency compared to the on-chip memory. Moreover, usually there is a limited number of available external memory banks which requires the external memory to be shared between several processors. This fact significantly limits the overall MP-SoC performance. We use external memories only for communication with the environment (source of data and destination of the generated results). An average size FPGA nowadays has around 200–300KB of on-chip memory distributed on several blocks. In our experiments, we use a Xilinx VirtexII-6000 FPGA, and therefore, we constrain the total MP-SoC memory to be up to 288KB, being the amount of on-chip memory of this FPGA.

2) The type of the processing components. The MP-SoCs are built of components from our library. Our library is under development and currently contains two programmable processors: PowerPC 405 (IBM) and MicroBlaze (Xilinx). In addition, the library contains several dedicated HW IP cores. However, for the JPEG encoder we can use only one, i.e., the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) IP. For the considered FPGA, PowerPC processors cannot be used. Therefore, the processing components of the MP-SoCs are limited to MicroBlaze processors and DCT HW IP cores only.

4.1 Simulation-level DSE

In our experiments, we assume that the image that needs to be compressed is tiled, and that multiple JPEG encoders can process these tiles in parallel. This is illustrated in Figure 3, which also shows the applied KPN application specification for a JPEG encoder. The JPEG KPN for a single tile can again exploit task-level parallelism by pipelining tasks as well as data-parallelism by performing multiple DCT’s and Quantizations in parallel. By deploying Sesame’s efficient system-level simulations, we explored a substantial number of different implementations of a single JPEG encoder in the system, as represented by the KPN in Figure 3. To this end, we mapped the KPN to a variety of MP-SoC architectures, ranging from a 1-processor system (all KPN processes mapped to a single processor) to a 19-processor system (every process in a KPN with 8 data-parallel streams mapped to a different processor). Moreover, in our Sesame-based exploration we also varied the type of processors in these MP-SoC platforms: KPN tasks can be executed on a MicroBlaze, while for the DCT, Quantization and VLE tasks we also assessed dedicated HW IP implementations. Evidently, our simulation-level DSE also explores ‘non-implementable’ design instances. That is, design instances that cannot be further explored at implementation level since it uses HW IP components.
Figure 5: DSE for performance/memory utilization trade-offs.

Figure 6: Estimated speed-ups.

As mentioned and as will be illustrated in the next section, the design points in Figure 5 are the building blocks for the entire system, in which multiple of these instances, possibly in a hybrid constellation, are encoding image tiles in parallel. For example, the most optimal, but (currently) non-implementable, system would consist of multiple JPEG encoders with HW IPs for the DCT, Q and VLE tasks. The projected performance of this system, considering the targeted FPGA, equals to an execution time of about 6 Giga cycles to encode an image with a 1 Gigapixel resolution. For implementable solutions, the Pareto optimal design instances from Figure 5 are obvious candidate building blocks for the MP-SoC.

Figure 6 shows the estimated maximum performance – in terms of speed-up over a single JPEG encoder executed on one MicroBlaze – for different JPEG compression MP-SoCs realized with a combination of implementable design instances from Figure 5. The x-axis indicates the number of processing cores (either MicroBlaze or HW IPs) in the MP-SoC, and the y-axis shows the estimated speed-up for the optimal combination of design instances for a specific number of cores in the MP-SoC which still adheres to the memory constraints of the targeted FPGA. Furthermore, a distinction is made between homogeneous systems (i.e., only MicroBlazes) and heterogeneous systems (i.e., containing DCT HW IP components). For example, the optimal homogeneous 4-core system is a combination of four sequential JPEG design instances, i.e. a system containing four MicroBlazes that all perform a full JPEG on different image tiles in parallel. In the next section, more examples of, sometimes hybrid, combinations of design instances will be discussed.

Essentially, Figure 6 provides a projection of the feasible system performance, given the constraints of the targeted FPGA. For homogeneous solutions, our simulations predict that a speed-up of around 10 to 12 is attainable. Our memory utilization model indicates that scaling the homogeneous system beyond 24 cores is not possible because of the memory constraints. For heterogeneous systems, on the other hand, our memory model indicates that the system can be scaled to 30 cores since the HW IP components only use a fraction of the memory used by a MicroBlaze. Here, our predictions show that a speed-up of around 20 to 22 is feasible. The results from our simulation-level DSE, as displayed in Figures 5 and 6, are used in the next section for steering the implementation-level DSE. These implementation-level experiments will also provide a validation of our simulation-based predictions.

4.2 Implementation-level DSE

Performing DSE at a high-level of abstraction by simulation can not deliver 100% accurate performance/cost numbers but it can rapidly narrow down the design space to a few promising design points. Thus, we perform 100% accurate exploration in the narrowed design space by generating real MP-SoC prototypes and we measure the actual performance/cost in order to select the optimal MP-SoC designs given a set of physical implementation constraints. Below, we present our initial implementation-level DSE results for MP-SoCs implemented on Xilinx FPGAs.

Due to the aforementioned implementation-level constraints, some of the best design points found by the simulation-level DSE (see
ory requirement of the system is reduced because the application to data dependencies between the tasks. However, the total memory utilized by each MP-SoC.

The implementation results for the homogeneous MP-SoCs are depicted in Figure 7. The x-axis represents the number of MicroBlaze processors in an MP-SoC and the y-axis depicts the number of clock cycles (in millions) to compress one image consisting of 32 tiles. Above each bar, we indicated the achieved speed-up of the particular MP-SoC compared to a single MicroBlaze system (the leftmost bar). At the top of the figure, we present the amount of memory utilized by each MP-SoC.

As mentioned before, our JPEG encoding MP-SoCs process the input image in tiles. We started with a single MicroBlaze system (processing all the tiles) and then we increased the number of processors by selecting the best points found by the simulation-level DSE. These points exploit data-level parallelism, i.e., several MicroBlazes process different tiles. This is the most efficient way to increase performance because if we increase the number of processors that process independent tiles, then the speed-up increases linearly with the number of processors. To execute the JPEG application, a single MicroBlaze processor system requires 40KB of memory. Therefore, we were able to implement systems with up to 7 processors on the considered FPGA (7x40=280KB), achieving speed-ups (see the first 7 bars in the Figure 7) up to 7x. By exploiting only data-level parallelism, with 7 MicroBlazes processing 7 tiles in parallel, we reached the limit of the available memory in our FPGA. Then, the question is whether there are design points that give even better performance (with more processors) and still match the resource constraints. We were able to increase the number of processors to more than 7 by selecting points that exploit both data-level parallelism between tiles and also task-level parallelism within the tiles. For this purpose, we used the 2-MicroBlaze architecture depicted in Figure 4(a), where the Vip and all DCT processes (see Figure 3) are executed on the first processor and the remaining processes on the second one. By exploiting task-level parallelism, reaching linear speed-up is not possible due to data dependencies between the tasks. However, the total memory requirement of the system is reduced because the application tasks are distributed, and each processor executes a portion of the initial application. As a result, larger systems can be built, and consequently, larger overall speed-up can be achieved. For instance, a single-processor system needs 40K to execute the JPEG encoder, while a two-processor system – exploiting task-level parallelism – needs a total amount of 50KB for the same application, on average 25KB per processor. Thus, by exploiting the reduced memory requirement, we were able to increase the number of processors and to implement systems with up to 11 MicroBlaze processors. The selected points are actually combinations of a 1-MicroBlaze system per tile and a 2-MicroBlaze system per tile. The MP-SoCs with 8 to 11 MicroBlazes process 6 tiles in parallel. The achieved speed-ups are not linear, e.g., 7.4x for an 8-processor MP-SoC and 8.4x for an 11-processor MP-SoC, but they are higher than the speed-up of the 7-processor system.

In order to implement even larger systems, we exploited data-level parallelism between the tiles and data- and task-level parallelism within the tiles. We selected and implemented points representing 12 and 13 processor systems with total memory requirements that match our physical constraints. The 12-processor system processes 2 tiles in parallel where each tile is processed by a 6-MicroBlaze architecture depicted in Figure 4(c). This architecture requires 120KB of memory. The 13-processor MP-SoC utilizes an additional MicroBlaze processor (additional 40KB), therefore, increasing the number of tiles processed in parallel to 3. The results are shown at the right part (the two rightmost bars) of Figure 7. The achieved speed-up of 12- and 13-MicroBlaze systems is 9.7x and 10.3x respectively, compared to a 1-MicroBlaze system.

The implementation results for the heterogeneous MP-SoCs are depicted in Figure 8. The notation is the same as in Figure 7 with the only difference that the x-axis of Figure 8 indicates how many of the used cores are MicroBlaze processors and how many DCT HW IPs. By exploiting data- and task-level parallelism, we implemented heterogeneous MP-SoCs consisting of up to 24 cores. As a reference number to estimate the speed-up of each MP-SoC, we again used the number of clock cycles of the 1-MicroBlaze system (see the leftmost bar in Figure 7). We started with a 2-core system consisting of 1 MicroBlaze and 1 DCT IP. Its architecture is depicted in Figure 4(b). It exploits task-level parallelism within a tile, which affects the achieved speed-up. Although the DCT IP core is very efficient and fast in terms of performance, the overall speed-up is only 1.9x (see the leftmost bar in Figure 8), which actually is in line with Amdahl’s law. Similarly to the experiments with the homogeneous systems, we continued with points that exploit data-level parallelism between the tiles, increasing the number of tiles processed in parallel. The 2-core system requires 36KB of memory, i.e., the DCT IP core reduces the MicroBlaze memory requirement to 32KB but with an additional 4KB used for communication buffers, see Figure 4(b). Therefore, with 288KB of memory, we were able to implement systems with up to 8 MicroBlazes and 8
DCT IPs (16 cores, processing 8 tiles in parallel). The achieved speed-up linearly scales from 1.9x for 2 cores to 15.2x for 16 cores as illustrated in Figure 8.

Like in the previous experiment, with the given constraints larger MP-SoCs can be implemented (and higher speed-ups can be achieved respectively) by exploiting data-level parallelism between the tiles and data- and task-level parallelism within the tiles. The most efficient heterogeneous MP-SoC architecture found by the simulation-level DSE to exploit data- and task-level parallelism within a tile is depicted in Figure 4(d). It consists of 4 MicroBlaze processors and 2 DCT IPs. The total memory requirement of this system is 68KB. We selected and implemented the 18-, 20-, 22-, and 24-core systems in Figure 6 which actually are combinations of 2-cores per tile (2-CPT) and 6-cores per tile (6-CPT) architectures (see Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(d) respectively). The 18-core system consists of 11 MicroBlazes and 7 DCT IPs. It processes 5 tiles in parallel: 3 tiles are processed by 3 2-CPT architectures and 2 tiles are processed by 2 6-CPT architectures. The speed-up of this MP-SoC is 15.2x. The 20-core system processes 4 tiles in parallel: 1 tile is processed by 1 2-CPT architecture and 3 tiles are processed by 3 6-CPT architectures. In total, 13 MicroBlazes and 7 DCT IPs achieve a speed-up of 15.9x. The speed-up of the 22-core system is 17.7x. This MP-SoC consists of 16 MicroBlazes and 8 DCT IPs that process 5 tiles in parallel: 2 tiles are processed by 2 2-CPT architectures and 3 tiles are processed by 3 6-CPT architectures. The 24-core MP-SoC, consisting of 16 Microblazes and 8 DCT IPs, processes 4 tiles in parallel utilizing 4 6-CPT architectures. The achieved speed-up by this system is 19.7x compared to a 1-MicroBlaze system.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented the Daedalus system-level design framework and our first industrial experiences in deploying Daedalus in the early design stage of JPEG-based image compression MP-SoCs. All presented DSE experiments and the real implementation of 25 MP-SoCs on FPGA were performed in a short amount of time, 5 days in total, due to the highly automated Daedalus design flow. Around 70% of this time was taken by the low-level commercial synthesis and place-and-route FPGA tools. The obtained results show that the Daedalus high-level MP-SoC models are capable of accurately predicting the overall system performance, i.e., the performance error is around 5%. By exploiting the data- and task-level parallelism in the JPEG application, Daedalus can deliver scalable MP-SoC solutions in terms of performance and cost. We were able to achieve a performance speed-up of up to 20x compared to a single processor system. The MP-SoC system performance was limited by the available on-chip FPGA memory resources and the available IP cores in Daedalus RTL library. To achieve higher performance speed-up, the RTL library has to be extended with more dedicated HW IP cores. The next step in our joint project with Chess B.V. is to use Daedalus for the exploration and design of JPEG2000-based image compression MP-SoCs.
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